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THE NAKED TRUTH

GIFTS FROM THE GODS

GOOD KARMA
Sure, normal massages are great, but have you ever had two therapists work their magic on your weary muscles
together? Lush Spa’s new Karma treatment gets a pair of masseurs working in harmony to deliver the ultimate
relaxation. With a combination of meditation, warm oil massage, yoga stretches and stimulation of pressure points,
you’ll leave feeling recharged and renewed. Inspired by Ayurvedic practices, the treatment even includes a Shirodhara
hair-cleansing ritual, where coconut water is poured over your third eye. Like all Lush Spa treatments, Karma has
its own specially designed soundtrack that your therapists work in sync to – in this case, an entrancing blend of
traditional Indian folk music. This is definitely some karma we wouldn’t mind coming back to us again and again.
Costs $3,200 for 65 minutes. Lush Spa, Soho Square, 21 Lyndhurst Terrace, Central, 3915-0638, hk.lush.com.
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Recently launched e-boutique Ambrosia has curated
some of the best clean beauty ranges from around
the world, with a focus on non-toxic, ethically and
sustainably sourced ingredients. This Hong Kongbased online store is a veritable who’s who of ultracool, independent natural skincare lines, including
plant-based powerhouses Twelve Beauty, small-batch
specialists La Bella Figura, and natural deodorant
pioneers Agent Nateur, plus some organic haircare by
Josh Rosebrook thrown in for good measure.
Products start from $168; free shipping in Hong Kong on
all orders over $1,500, or on orders over $500 delivered
to commercial addresses, S.F stores or E.F. lockers.
ambrosiaskin.com

Some perfectly shaped eyebrows were raised last year
when Urban Decay announced it was retiring its iconic
Naked Eyeshadow Palette - but of course, they had
something else up their sleeve. The cult Californian
brand has just launched the Naked Reloaded
Eyeshadow Palette, and it’s even better than the
original. Ranging from soft, silky mattes to smouldering,
metallic shimmers, these twelve universally flattering
shades prove neutral doesn’t equal boring. The
four light outer shadows also have a larger pan size,
meaning you get more bang for your buck for shades
you use more often. Long-lasting colour and free from
sulfates SLS and SLES, parabens and phthalates… meet
your new desert island essential!
Naked Reloaded Palette costs $460 and is available at
Urban Decay counters and stores citywide, including
FACESSS Times Square and Harbour City; see all
locations at urbandecay.com.hk.

Rachel Read is a freelance writer, editor and co-founder of writing agency Editors’ Ink
(www.editorsinkhk.com); she also has her own lifestyle blog, Through The Looking Glass
(www.rachttlg.com) where she reviews beauty, food and whatever else she can think of.
Follow her on Instagram too @rachttlg.
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